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Abstract
We present some new results on Monge matrices, formulated for their centrally symmet-
ric version, called anti-Monge matrices. These are equilibrated if all their row—as well as
column—sums are equal to zero. We show that the class of such matrices is closed under mul-
tiplication. Moreover, we show some spectral properties for square equilibrated anti-Monge
matrices. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the author published [2] some remarks on the class of Monge matrices.
We shall use here the results of [2], find a new proof of Theorem 2.7 about spectral
properties of equilibrated Monge (or, equivalently, anti-Monge) matrices and find
new characterizations of the cone of these matrices.
All vectors and matrices in this paper are real. An m× n matrix C = (cik) is
called (cf. [2,3]) a Monge matrix if it satisfies
cik + cjl  cil + cjk for all i, j, k, l, i < j, k < l. (1)
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Monge matrices play an important rôle in assignment and transportation problems
since the corresponding problems can be solved very efficiently. A survey about
Monge matrices and their applications is given in [1].
In our considerations, it will be simpler to consider the class of matrices called in
accordance with [1] anti-Monge. This class is defined by inequalities (2) analogous
to (1) but with opposite signs of inequalities:
cik + cjl  cil + cjk for all i, j, k, l, i < j, k < l. (2)
There are clear equivalent statements between Monge and anti-Monge matrices.
For k  2, we denote by Zk the (k − 1)× k matrix
Zk =

1 −1 0 · · · 0 0
0 1 −1 · · · 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 · · · 1 −1
 .
In the sequel, we say that a column vector u = (u1, . . . , uk)T is monotone if u1 
u2 · · ·  uk , and in addition, ∑k1 uk = 0. If the inequalities above are strict, we say
that u is strictly monotone. The set of all monotone vectors in Rn will be denoted by
Vn.
In addition, we say that a vector x = (x1, . . . , xn)T is weakly monotone if
x10,
x1 + x20,
...
x1 + · · · + xn−10,
x1 + · · · + xn=0.
The set of all weakly monotone vectors in Rn will be denoted by Wn.
Remark. It is immediate that a monotone vector is weakly monotone as well, i.e.,
that Vn ⊆ Wn.
We now recall some results proved in [2]. We shall usually apply them for the
class of anti-Monge matrices.
Theorem A [2, Theorem 2.2]. Let C = (cij ) be an m× n matrix, m  2, n  2.
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) C is a Monge matrix.
(2) ZmCZTn  0.
(3) whenever x, y, respectively, are vectors in Wm, respectively, Wn, then
xTCy  0.
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We also called a matrix equilibrated if all its row sums and all its column sums
are equal to zero. The following is easy.
Lemma B. Let C = (cij ) be an m× n matrix. Let em, en, respectively, denote col-
umn vectors of all ones of dimensions m, n, respectively. Then there exist column
vectors u of dimension m and v of dimension n such that the matrix
Ĉ = C + ueTn + emvT (3)
is an equilibrated matrix. In particular, if C is a Monge matrix, the matrix Ĉ is a
Monge matrix as well.
Theorem C [2, Theorem 2.2]. Let C be an n× n equilibrated Monge matrix. Then
C has a nonpositive eigenvalue of maximum modulus, and the corresponding eigen-
vectors of both C and CT can be chosen monotone.
The following was also observed in [2, Lemma 2.2].
Lemma D. Let x ∈ Rn. Then:
(1) x ∈ Vn if and only if Znx  0 and eTx = 0.
(2) x ∈ Wn if and only if x = ZTn u where u  0, u ∈ Rn−1.
2. Results
It is immediate that for each n, both sets Wn and Vn are convex cones in the linear
vector space of dimension n− 1 consisting of real column vectors in Rn with sum
of the coordinates equal to zero.
In the sequel, we denote by e(k) the column vector with a single non-zero coordi-
nate 1 in the kth position.
Lemma 2.1. The set Vn is a simplicial cone generated by the vectors
fk = n− k
n
(e(1) + · · · + e(k))− k
n
(e(k+1) + · · · + e(n)), k = 1, . . . , n− 1.
The set Wn is also a simplicial cone generated by the vectors
dk = e(k) − e(k+1), k = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Proof. Both Vn and Wn are simplicial since they are intersections of n− 1 halfspac-
es with linearly independent boundaries (xk = xk+1, k = 1, . . . , n− 1, in the first
case, and x1 + · · · + xk = 0, k = 1, . . . , n− 1, in the second case) and one (also
linearly independent) hyperplane. The vectors dk , fk generate then one-dimensional
intersections of n− 2 boundaries in each case. 
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In the following theorem, we denote the vectors generating the cone Vm by g1, . . . ,
gm−1 (and, as before, the vectors generating Vn by f1, . . . , fn−1).
We shall also use the theory of compound matrices [5]. The second compound
matrix B(2) of an m× n matrix B = (bik) is the
(
m
2
)× (n2) matrix whose rows and
columns are indexed by pairs (i, j), i < j , and (k, l), k < l, which has entries
B
(2)
(i,j)(k,l) = det
(
bik bil
bjk bjl
)
.
Theorem 2.2. Let C be an m× n matrix, m  2, n  2. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) C is an equilibrated anti-Monge matrix.
(2) CT is an equilibrated anti-Monge matrix.
(3) C is equilibrated and ZmCZTn  0.
(4) There exists an m− 1× n− 1 nonnegative matrix X such that
C = Q
(
X 0
0 0
)
P T,
where P is the matrix P = (f1, . . . , fn−1, 1nen),Q = (g1, . . . , gm−1, 1mem) and
em, en are column vectors of all ones.
(5) C is in the cone generated by (m− 1)× (n− 1) rank one matrices gif Tk ,
i = 1, . . . , m− 1, k = 1, . . . , n− 1.
(6) C is equilibrated and CWn ⊆ Vm.
(7) C is equilibrated and CTWm ⊆ Vn.
(8) C is equilibrated and lim ↘0 1 (emeTn +  C)(2)  0.
Remark 2.3. Extreme rays for the more general case of Monge (not equilibrated)
matrices were determined in [4].
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is immediate, the equivalence
of (1) and (3) follows from Theorem A.
(3)⇒ (4) Denote by X the matrix ZmCZTn from (3) Since(
Zm
eTm
)
= Q−1,
(
Zn
eTn
)
= P−1,
the implication follows.
(4)⇒ (5) Every matrix in (4) belongs clearly to the cone generated by matrices
X(ik) which have all entries zero except one in the position i, k equal to 1. Since
Q
(
X(ik) 0
0 0
)
P T = gif Tk ,
the implication follows.
(5)⇒ (3) is immediate since Zmgif Tk ZTn is nonnegative for each pair i, k.
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(3)⇔ (6) If x belongs to Wn, it can be written as ZTnu for some u  0 by (2) of
Lemma D.
Thus y = Cx has the form CZTnu which means that Zmy = ZmCZTnu. By (3),
this is nonnegative. Since also eTny = 0, y ∈ Vm by (1) of Lemma D.
Conversely, suppose (6) Let u ∈ Rn−1 be nonnegative. Then ZTnu ∈ Wn by (2) of
Lemma D. By (6), CZTnu ∈ Vm which implies, by (1) of Lemma D, that ZmCZTnu 
0.
Similarly, (3) is equivalent to (7)
(1)⇔ (8) Denote by B the matrix emeTn +  C. Then
B
(2)
(i,j)(k,l)=det
(
1+  cik 1+  cil
1+  cjk 1+  cjl
)
= (cik + cjl − cjk − cil)+Q(ij)(kl) 2
for some matrix Q.
The result follows. 
Remark 2.4. Every vector in Vm can be obtained as product of an m× n equili-
brated anti-Monge matrix and a vector in Wn. This follows from the fact that each
vector gk , k = 1, . . . , m− 1, is image Cx of the vector x ∈ Wn which is a multiple
of e(1) − e(2) and C = gkf T1 .
Corollary 2.5. If C is an n× n equilibrated anti-Monge matrix, then CVn ⊆ Vn,
i.e., Vn is an invariant cone for C.
Proof. Follows from (6) of Theorem 2.2 and Vn ⊆ Wn. 
Corollary 2.6. If C is a square equilibrated anti-Monge matrix, then C possesses a
monotone eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of maximum modulus.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.5 and the well-known result of Vandergraft
[6] since the vectors in Vn are monotone vectors. 
Since Vn is in fact a simplicial cone, the result of Corollary 2.6 follows also im-
mediately from the Perron–Frobenius theory for nonnegative matrices.
Theorem 2.7. Every square equilibrated anti-Monge matrix is similar to a nonneg-
ative matrix. The similarity matrix transforms nonnegative vectors into monotone
vectors.
Proof. Let us use the notation of Theorem 2.2 form = n. We will show that P−1CP
is a nonnegative matrix. By (4) of Theorem 2.2, P−1C(P T)−1 is a nonnegative ma-
trix of the form
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U =
(
X 0
0 0
)
.
Observe now that P can be written as a product P = (P T)−1R where R is the non-
negative matrix (rij ), i, j = 1, . . . , n, rij = nmin(i, j)[n−max(i, j)] with the ex-
ception i = j = n when rnn = 1/n.
It follows that P−1CP = UR which is nonnegative. In addition, Px is monotone
if x is nonnegative. 
Remark 2.8. We thus obtained another proof of Theorem C.
The concluding result is:
Theorem 2.9. If C1 and C2 are equilibrated anti-Monge matrices which can be
multiplied, then the product C1C2 is again an equilibrated anti-Monge matrix.
Proof. Let C1 be m× p, C2 be p × n. By (8) of Theorem 2.2,
lim
 ↘0
1
 
(eme
T
p +  C1)(2)  0,
lim
 ↘0
1
 
(epe
T
n +  C2)(2)  0.
By the properties of compound matrices,
lim
 ↘0
1
 
(eme
T
p +  C1)(2) lim
 ↘0
1
 
(epe
T
n +  C2)(2) = lim
 ↘0
1
 
(peme
T
n +  C1C2)(2)
since in the product the remaining terms vanish. The result follows. 
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